One of the most common approaches to address the partial face recognition challenge is to crop the full face image into segments. The problem is how the full face image must be cropped in a uniform way to generate informative segments. The un-blindly strategy was applied in this paper to generate informative segments, it depends on localizing the facial landmarks and selecting the more informative facial points as a key points, as more as the knearest neighbor concept was explored to select the k nearest landmark points to the key points. Two landmark localization techniques were experimented, the suitable technique resulted in segments which are overlapped due to the supervised clustering technique that explored in this paper to cover important biometric face regions, not repeated and covered most probabilities in which it is possible to distinguish the query face from the available part of it.
INTRODUCTION
Partial face recognition, one of the face recognition challenges [1, 2] , requires a specific strategy for the purpose of recognizing the face that is partially occluded. Occlusion is a real problem in face recognition and other tasks of facial analysis such as gender classification, age estimation, etc. Generally, there are two main methods to overcome occlusion which are a holistic-based method and a part-based method, each category has some ways to deal with occlusion problem [3] .
The holistic-based approach does not crop the face image indeed, it handles the face as a single region used to predict the face identity. One of the holistic approach ways to handle the occluded face is to reconstruct it from the presented occluded one, but the main problem in this way is the variation in occlusion conditions must be handled by training the system on them [4] . Figure 1 shows examples of real-life occlusion. [4] Part-based method requires face cropping into specific segments which are overlapped or not from the face. There are some available methods that crop holistic face to generate face segments. One of the cropping methods makes to crop the full face image into uniform parts [5] , another one exploits facial landmarks to get face segments that are around the landmarks [6] , another one makes to detect the occluded part [7] , the detected occluded parts either reweighted or discarded. And also other ways available to overcome the face cropping of part-based partial face recognition challnge. The majour problem faces who want to segments the human face in order to recognize it is the effectiveness of the segments and to some what they contain enformative facial region enable the system to recognize the face or partially occluded face from the generated segments. Accordingly, face image cropping into segments of facial region must be done accurately and carefully due to the importance of this preprocessing step as a building block that the next part-based face or partial face recognition steps depend. This paper specifically aims to generate face segments which are served as a solution for the problem of generating informative segments that can be used in a partial face recognition system based partbased approach in order to recognize faces. There are a number of strategies explored in different research papers. Sun et.al. [8] proposed a randomly cropping strategy that relies on cropping the face image into 400 face patches from different positions and scales. Later, better 25 patches with the best features were selected by applying a specific algorithm. The cropping strategy proposed by Hu et.al. [9] relies on extracting five segments from the four face corners and center which are of specific squared equal sizes. Each segment has six different scales for it. The technique results in a total of thirteen segments with one size, different scales for the single face image. Min et.al. [10] made to address partial occlusion caused by facial accessories such as sunglasses, scarf, etc. They proposed a technique that makes to process only the non-occluded parts of the face. In this case the facial occlusion must be detected firstly, they detect it by using Gabor, PCA and support vector machine. The remaining non-occluded face parts are processed to be recognized, they use local binary pattern (LBP) for this purpose. In [11] , Zhang et.al. offered a cropping strategy used it to recognize faces, this strategy depended on online cropping where the authors implemented a specific layer in their architecture called "crop-data" for this purpose. They generated six image segments are from the same size 136x136 pixels. All segments are from the same top-left positions with same width and height for all images. Lopez-sanchez et.al. [12] depended on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) to extract face features due to the nature of this method to separate occlusion from visible face regions features. In order to refine the effectiveness of extracted LBP features, they devided the full face image into arranged blocks as a grid and concatenated the histograms of each block finally in order to generate "Local binary pattern histogram (LBPH)" of the face image where the histogram of occluded regions differs from occluded-free regions.
In this paper the cropping strategy that followed makes to localize the facial landmarks on the detected face image as a first step, two types of landmark localization have experimented 15 and 68. Later a set of eight points from the most informative face regions based on trial and error are selected as key points from the overall localized points with optimal features [13] . The selected points are located at the same face positions in both cases with 15 and 68 points. Finally, the group of each selected key point from both of 15 and 68 detected landmark points with its k-nearest landmark points from the remaining detected landmark points is cropped to generate face segment, overlapping may occur in case of some points appeared in more than one group. The resulting segments are from different sizes, all of them are resized later. In this approach, we ensure that: 1. Get overlapped, not redundant facial segments. 2. All segments contain at least one informative key point to avoid being a useless segment. 3. Total segments are in same size and cover all of the informative face regions.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
Generaly, there are two groups of facial landmarks that detect the main points of human face both different in the number of poins, which are primary that detect the easily distinguished face point and secondary that obtained from primary which are surrounding the face components [14, 15] . There are many techniques available for the purpose of landmarks localizations, each one detects a specific number of points and each application chooses the reasonable points required for its purpose [16] . Some types of localizing landmarks shown bellow in Figure 2 . Features may be extracted either by local or global method, local feature called hand crafted methods while the global feature using neural network to extract features [17, 18] .
Assume the detected facial landmarks are the points that are to be classified or clustered in order to generate groups of landmarks points, these groups represents the facial segments. There exist numerous classifying and clustering techniques, k-nearest neighbor is the classification technique used in this paper not to decide a specific key-point belong to what class indeed, it used to generating groups of points as clustering dose. The nearest neighbor (NN) technique [19] can be precisely identified as a supervised technique works to label the unknown query data by classifying them to the nearest neighbor class, Figure 3 (a) clarify NN concept. K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [20, 21] , developed from NN, calculate the distances between the query sample and each of the other related samples and finally take the K nearest one, Figure 7 (b) clarify this concept. Figure 3 shows the prediction of k-nearest neighbor. Star shape (*) represents the query to be classified, plus (+) and minus (-) represent two different classes. K is the number of nearest points required. Figure 3 (c) clarify the KNN classification technique [22, 23] , in lowest square boundary the query sample (*) has 1 neighbor (+) so (*) classified into class1, in middle square boundary the query sample (*) have 7 neighbors, so (*) classified into class2 according to the largest number of its samples. On the other hand, clustering strategy [24] , such as k-mean and any other strategy, based on dividing the available data into N clusters without any data sharing, the clusters are isolated. Due to the importance of the overlapping between facial segments, and both classification and clustering strategies do not allow that, the supervised clustering technique that depends on distances using KNN concept was adopted in this paper, the adaptive knn algorithm of the proposed method shown in Algorithm1 as following:
Algorithm1: Adaptive KNN concept for overlapping group generation for all the unknown samples UnSample(i) for all the known samples Sample(j) compute the distance between UnSamples(i) and Sample(j) end for find the k smallest distances group all k smallest distances in the new segment generate the segment (cropping from smallest-x to largest-x and from smallest-y to largest-y) end fo
RESEARCH METHOD
The full face dataset used in a face recognition system must be preprocessed to be a database of segments used to be matched with the query image to recognize the identity. The block diagram in Figure 4 shows the proposed method to generate the required segments. 
Face detection
Face detection can be defined as, finding the locations of the human face in the image, if present, regardless of its expression, partial occlusion, pose, illumination challenges. The location of the face window is detected and cropped to deal with it as the original image to be processed in the next steps presented in Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the original image and the detected face of the image. 
Feature extraction
Detecting facial key points is an important and very challenging problem due to a large variation, such as pose, size, position, viewing angle, and illumination conditions of facial features from one individual to another, and even for a single individual. It involves predicting the key-point's coordinates represented by (x, y) pair. There are many types of localization differ in the number and position of points to be localized, clarified in section 2. In this research, the cropping strategy was accomplished by experimented two localization strategies, one of them uses 15 points and another one using 68 points. The two landmark localization approach is summarized below.
The 15 point landmarks localization
The first landmark localization approach is done by using 15 points. The points are: Right eye center, left eye center, right eye inner corner, right eye outer corner, left eye inner corner, left eye outer corner, right eyebrow inner corner, right eyebrow outer corner, left eyebrow inner corner, left eyebrow outer corner, nose tip, mouth right corner, mouth left corner, mouth center upper lip, mouth center lower lip. The resulting image with the 15 facial landmark locations is shown in the Figure 6 
The 68 point landmarks localization
The second proposed approach of landmark localization is by using 68 points. Different from the 15 points, the 68 points are surrounding the entire facial landmarks. The 68 points are distributed as following: Surrounding eyes with 12 points, 6 points each, eyebrows arc 10 points, 5 points each, nose 9 points, surrounding lips 20 points, face or cheekbone contour 17 points. The first step, face is aligned by identifying the 68 points to detect the facial landmarks. The 68 facial landmark points that applied to the face detected image are shown in Figure 6 (b).
Select the optimal set of facial points
In the previous step, two types of facial landmark localization were presented, 15 and 68 points. For both of mentioned landmark localization technique, key-points from the same locations on the face are selected. The only difference between the two techniques is the number and position of the remained points to be compared with the selected key-points according to the number of the neighbors and distances as will be addressed later in this paper. Eight key-points that cover all the informative regions of the face are selected. The Eight selected points are: two eyes corners, nose tip, tow mouth corners, and mouth center lower lip, all of them are projected to the both of previously mentioned landmarks localization techniques. The selected points can be noticed with a tiny square shape in Figure 6 
Apply the KNN concept
In this paper, the concept of nearest neighbor relies on distances that are mentioned in section 2 was explained, but not for supervised classification purpose indeed it is explored to the unsupervised image cropping purpose by obtaining the nearest points to the specific selected points and crop the image to get a segment with k nearest points to the specific facial key point previously selected. The aim of the cropping strategy proposed in this paper is to get 8 groups of points, segments, each with key point and K nearest points to it. The KNN classifier requires pre-specified groups to line data inside them, but in this case, we don't have pre-specified groups, new groups of points are already required that led us to the concept of clustering. On the other hand, clustering will not be allowed because the same data cannot be shared between more than single groups, and the required segments must be overlapped between them. So, a new strategy is explored that relies on selecting the nearest K landmark points to the selected key points and group them together as a new segment. If any selected points have the smallest distances with points that are previously grouped, they are re-grouped too in this new group and resulting in an overlapped segments where the overlapping is the objective of this approach. According to the 15 points landmark localization, K is determined 7 which prepared the best experimented K that result in informative segments, and in the 68 points landmark localization, K is determined 20 which prepared the best experimented K that result in informative segments. The presented adaptive KNN algorithm is shown in section2, Algorithm1 above.
Segments generation
The segments will be generated by grouping each key point with its k-nearest points together. With 15 facial landmark localization technique, the selected optimal 8 key points are projected on 15 points, the obtained result shown in the Figure 7 . The tiny square shapes represent the selected point and the other points represent the nearest k neighbors to the specified square. As noted in the Figure 7 , there are some segments which are exactly the same. This result is due to the small number of points compared among them that give the same smallest distances and result of the same nearest points that cause a redundant segment, the nose tip presented in the 5 th segment from Figure 7 , for example, have the nearest distance with left and right mouth corners, the same distances resulted in the left mouth corner, it also has the smallest distances with right mouth corner and nose tip points, so both of them resulting exactly the same segment. The resulting segments are redundant, furthermore, there is no, or small portion, of overlapping between segments. The second landmark localization technique uses 68 points. The same technique will be applied except a number of the 425 nearest neighbor, 20 in this case, is different due to a large number of neighbors compared to 15 landmarks and the small neighbors will result in a very small region of the face that cannot be recognized. Also, the same approach applied by projecting the same selected 8 points presented in Figure 6 (c) on the 68 points. This approach compares each of the selected 8 points with the remaining 67 facial landmark points to select the nearest 20 ones. The result of this process gives overlapping segments without redundant segments as shown in Figure 8 . More ever, the face contour, the area surrounding the face, is a good addition in this set of segments.
Resize all segments
As previously noticed, the resulting segments are of different sizes. The last segment in Figure 8 , for example, the selected points located at the mouth that is indeed surrounded by 20 points, so its neighbors have smaller distances between them. On the other hand, the first segment in the same figure has large distances between the selected point and the nearest neighbor points to it. The new segments size depends on the previously largest segments. The segments resize will be done by checking the width (number of columns) and height (number of rows) of all segments, select the largest width and height among them, and finally adding the difference to all of the other segments to be of the same size. The rows and columns addition process involves taking the differences of width and height between the largest and current segment, dividing by two and finally adding the half of difference to the left and right of the current segment, in case of width increase, and adding the half of the difference to the upper and lower of the current segment, in case of height increase. Figure 9 shows the generated segment with 15 facial landmark point, showed in Figure 7 , after resizing them. Figure 10 shows the generated segments with 68 facial landmark point, showed in Figure 8 , after resizing them.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This paper proposed an image cropping approach to give efficient features for partial face recognition part-based approach that makes to crop the full face image. The proposed cropping strategy passes throw numerous steps:
Localizing the facial landmarks
Two types of landmarks localization are experimented and compared, 15 and 68 localization technique. Figure 10 
Selecting the optimal set of facial landmarks points as key points
Projecting the selected key points on both of the pre-localized landmarks points (15 and 68). Figure  6 (c) shown the selected points in a tiny square shape.
Apply the KNN concept and generate facial segments
Apply the KNN concept between each of the selected key points and the remaining points [25] to provide a new group of points, segment, as clarified in Algorithm1 and Figure 3 
Resize all the augmented facial segments
All segments are resized to the largest image width and largest image height, the results after resizing segments presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. Figure 9 . The segments with key points and 7 nearest neighbors from the 15 points after resizing Figure 10 . The segments with key points and 20 nearest neighbors from the 68 points after resizing
The generated segments used as a training data that the system trained on them to be able to recognize a part of face when unseen (query) partially occluded face presented to the system, where the same cropping strategy is followed to generate a facial segments and discarding the occluded segment while keeping the only informative segments and extract their features to recognize the face according to them. Finally, a classifier such as neural network used to recognize only the occluded-free segments based on them features.
In order to evaluating with the other technique to generate facial segments for partially occluded face recognition, let us go back to the mentioned techniques presented previously in the introduction section. Opposite to other face cropping approaches such as approach presented by Sun et.al. [8] above in this paper that they offered a randomly cropping strategy where large number of facial segments were generated randomly, the cropping strategy presented in this paper is uniformly and not randomly. Hu et.al. [9] presented technique to generate thirteen facial segment for each face each of the same size and different scales (six scale for each of the five segments), the generated segments are large in number and redundant, opposite to the proposed technique where the generated segments are less redundant, less number of segments and at the same time they are informative segments surly have informative facial region. Another face cropping approach mentioned above which is presented by Zhang et.al. [11] where the generated segments are all of the same size and from the same top-left corners which is a constant for all dataset image, while the proposed cropping strategy presented in this paper didn't fix any thing where the top-left corner for any segment is different from image to another according to the nearest informative point position in that image and also the size of segments is also different from one image to another according to the size of the face inside the image, while the segments sizes of the same face finally resizd.
Krishnaveni and Sridhar [26] introduced a technique to recognize a partially occluded face using a dynamic approach. The authors assumed dividing the dataset and the query face images into k nonoverlapping mxm patches to be combined later to generate a patch sequence, clarified in Figure 11 . Euclidian distance used to measures the distances between the query image and dataset images patches and finally, dynamic time warping (DTW) retrieves the optimal alignment with less cost. As it is obvious, the patches don't have the guarantee of informative facial region as the proposed cropping strategy in this paper where the generating segments to be matched have a guaranty of informative facial regions consisting within. 
CONCLUSION
As it is obvious from the presented two facial landmark points localization types with the same adapted KNN algorithm, the resulted segments from 68 landmark localization, Figure 10 , have a more informative appearance, more segment's overlap, more partial face probabilities, less redundancy than the resulted segments from 15 landmark localization showed in Figure 9 . Accordingly, the resulting segments from 68 facial landmark points with adapted KNN algorithm are more informative for the recognition system, convolution neural network in this paper, to recognize the face from other segments if one of them was occluded, because the system was trained on more partial face probabilities due to less redundance. As more as, the system has more probabilities in this case with more overlap, if some of them are occluded, the probability of more informative segments existing is heigher.
Compared to other informative facial segments augmentation technique, the proposed technique is easy and accurate at the same time, the technique is doesn't work randomly and at the same time it does not require a great effort to ensure that the segment contains informative facial regions, the adopted KNN algorithm does it automatically because the nature of its work that select the K nearest points to the specific key point. Since all of the prelocalized points are informative because they are facial points resulted from some facial landmarks localization technique, all segments ensure containing informative facial region.
